July 20, 2009

Reply to Attn of:

AP121-FOIA-09-193, 196, 197, 199

Mr. Keith Cowing
NASA Watch
c/o Reston Communications
P. O. Box 3569
Reston, VA 20195-1569

Dear Mr. Cowing:

This correspondence is in response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, received July 7, 10, 13, and 20, 2009, for a copy of the “full text of all posts made to the NASA Twitter account created by/for the NASA JSC Social Media Working Group at JSC_SMWG, (http://twitter.com/JSC_SMWG), by NASA civil service and NASA contractor personnel since the account was created until the date of this FOIA request,” with similar updated postings being requested for the subsequent dates of July (8 and 9, 2009), (10, 11, and 12, 2009) and (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19, 2009).

We have interpreted your requests to be asking for a copy of all “updates” made by NASA civil service and NASA contractor personnel during this requested time period for the Twitter account of “JSC_SMWG.” A copy of such updates is enclosed. Also, please note that the NASA Twitter account created by the NASA JSC Social Media Working Group will be changing its account profile such that updates to the account will no longer be protected, effective no later than July 31, 2009.

A determination has been made that reproduction costs for this request were minimal. Accordingly, in keeping with NASA’s policy to provide the widest practicable
dissemination of information concerning its activities, reproduction costs have been waived.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Stella Luna
JSC FOIA Public Liaison Officer

Enclosures
The Wall Street Journal weighs on the importance of a social media policy http://cli.gs/UpMMbp5:22 PM Apr 28th from web